Q-1- Write the split form:

(any 7) \{1/4 \times 28 = 7\}

Q-2- Write the joint form:

(any 7) \{1/4 \times 28 = 7\}

Q-3- Write 'א' or 'א' to make the words:

\{1/2 \times 6 = 3\}
Q-4. Fill in the blanks with suitable words: {1/2 x 4 = 2}

Q-5. Find the first letter from the circle and write: {1/2 x 8 = 4}

Q-6. Using the letter in the circle make the words: {1/4 x 12 = 3}
Q-7- Find the words from the puzzle:

Q-8- Match the following:

Q-9- Write tashdeed letter:
Q-10. Write noon e gunnah and complete words:  

\[ \text{noon e gunnah} \]

Q-11. Write the pictures name:

1. [Image of a car]
2. [Image of a worm]
3. [Image of a table]
4. [Image of an apple]
5. [Image of a cow]
6. [Image of a chariot]
7. [Image of a tap]
8. [Image of a plant]
Q-12- Write any three answers: \[ 3 \times 2 = 6 \]